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ABSTRACT
Today, the travel information services are dominantly provided
by Global Distribution Systems (GDS). The Global Distribution
Systems provide access to real time availability and price informa-
tion for flights, hotels and car rental companies. However GDSs
have legacy architectures with private networks, specialized hard-
ware, limited speed and search capabilities. Furthermore, being
legacy systems, it is very difficult to interoperate them with other
systems and data sources. For these reasons, Web service tech-
nology is an ideal fit for travel information systems.
However to be able to exploit Web services to their full poten-

tial, it is necessary to introduce semantics. Without describing
the semantics of Web services we are looking for, it is difficult
to find them in an automated way and if we cannot describe the
service we have, the probability that people will find it in an
automated way is low. Furthermore, to make the semantics ma-
chine processable and interoperable, we need to describe domain
knowledge through standard ontology languages.
In this paper, we describe how to deploy semantically enriched

travel Web services and how to exploit semantics through Web
service registries. We also address the need to use the semantics in
discovering both Web services and Web service registries through
peer-to-peer technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, travel information services are dominantly pro-

vided by Global Distribution Systems (GDS). A GDS gives
its subscribers pricing and availability information for multi-
ple travel products. Travel agents, corporate travel depart-
ments, and even Internet travel services, subscribe to one
or more GDSs to check, for example, flight availability and
prices for their customers. The GDSs get their revenue from
the booking fees that these organizations pay. In addition to
supplying information, a GDS typically provides hardware,
software and technical support to its customers, including
printers that allow agencies to print airline tickets. The
leading GDSs today are Sabre [21], Galileo [8], Amadeus [1]
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and Worldspan [25]. All the airlines, many hotel chains and
car rental companies list their inventory with major GDSs.
Yet GDSs are legacy systems and suffer from the following

problems:

• Mostly they rely on their own private networks al-
though there are recent efforts to make these systems
available through the Internet.

• GDSs are mainly for human use. They have difficult
to use cryptic languages (with the exception of spe-
cialized APIs some GDSs are developing for the eCom-
merce sites). A request to the system usually involves
more than one interaction with the person on the ter-
minal in contrast to the current trend which is the au-
tomation of services over the Internet. Furthermore,
GDSs have limited speed and search capabilities.

• Being legacy systems, it is difficult to interoperate
them with other systems and data sources both inside
the company as well as with external resources. For
example, a travel agency may wish to integrate its Cus-
tomer Relationship Management (CRM) system with
the GDS to better serve its customers.

There are several advantages to be gained from using Web
service technology in travel information systems:

• Interoperability among very many heterogeneous sys-
tems such as flight reservation and hotel booking sys-
tems of individual companies will be facilitated. Fur-
thermore, it will become possible to integrate the back
end systems of the travel companies.

• Among the millions of travel agents, only about 10%
to 20% of all travel agents are in connection with the
GDS companies. Most travel agencies and travel or-
ganization companies choose to manage travel services
by themselves, due to reasons which may be techni-
cal or economical, e.g. due to high commission rates
and yearly subscription fees issued by the GDS com-
pany. Web service technology will enable such compa-
nies both to obtain the travel products they need from
the Internet as well as to offer their products over the
Internet.

• Also travel agencies generally choose to communicate
with travel service providers directly bypassing GDSs,



for better pricing than GDS listings and to obtain spe-
cialized services. Nevertheless, extra effort is required
for traditional communication and necessity for estab-
lishing partnerships, whereas Web service technology
provides a solution for all companies, generally small-
to-medium level enterprises in the travel industry, for
easily publishing and selling their tourism services as
well as providing large selection options from a rich
service pool.

• GDS companies do not support every type of travel
product in the industry, but only the major ones; air-
line ticketing, hotel reservation and car rental. How-
ever, there are other types of specialized services, espe-
cially different types of tour and transportation based
travel products. These services generally do not have
a common, uniform structure as found in airline, hotel
and car-rental services hence it is difficult to develop
a common interface for such kinds of services to be
provided by GDSs. On the other hand, Web service
technology is an ideal fit for publishing such services
by facilitating their discovery through the Web service
registries as well.

• GDSs provide hotel booking only for major hotel
chains. There are millions of hotels that cannot sell
their rooms through GDSs. These hotels will benefit
from the Web service technology.

• A variety of business opportunities for the companies
in the travel industry will be enabled by using the com-
munication medium as ubiquitous as Internet. The
travel agencies and service providers will collaborate
with each other on a new level. The companies will no
longer need to make pre-agreements with respective
suppliers; the service alternatives will be found on the
fly through Web service discovery. It will be a possibil-
ity to construct package services which are comprised
of services provided locally by the initiator company
and services discovered within the network. Negotia-
tion on the service that will be purchased as well as
customization of service properties on the fly are other
possible types of enhancements in the e-business for
the travel domain.

A few early adopters in the travel domain have started to
develop Web services. Sabre [22] and Datalex [20] are among
the first companies to develop Web services. Sabre Web Ser-
vices provide all the functionality needed to sell travel (air,
car rental, hotel, passenger name record). It is especially
convenient for agencies with no Sabre system format exper-
tise. Galileo also provides a Web service based solution and
claims to have cut down the development time by 80% [9].
Another travel company which benefited from the Web ser-
vice technology is the Continental Airlines in USA. To gain
a competitive edge, Continental decided to provide real-time
data of flight status in multiple contexts, such as interactive
devices and customer service agent consoles. By wrapping
the data it already has in its legacy flight operations man-
agement system as Web services, the information became
accessible from devices such as cellular phones or PDAs.
However to be able to exploit Web services to their full

potential, it is necessary to introduce semantics to Web ser-
vices. Without semantics, it is difficult for Web Services to
succeed because if we cannot describe the Web service we

are looking for, we cannot find it in an automated way and
if we cannot describe the service we have, the probability
that people will find it in an automated way is low.
Furthermore, to make semantics machine-processable and

interoperable, we need to define semantics through standard
ontology languages. Web Ontology Language (OWL) [19] by
W3C is a good candidate. In fact, OWL-S [3] consortium
has specified an upper ontology to define the semantics of
Web services. OWL-S specification, although very useful, is
generic and applicable to all services. There is a need for
domain specific (such as travel or healthcare domain) on-
tologies to be able to associate semantics with Web services.
For travel domain, there are some promising efforts for

developing travel domain ontologies such as the Harmonise
project [11]. The Harmonise project allows participating
organisations to keep their proprietary data format and use
ontology mediation while exchanging information. For this
purpose, they have defined the Interoperability Minimum
Harmonization Ontology (IMHO) and an interchange for-
mat for tourism industry [10]. The Mapping FRAmework
(MAFRA) [12] tool is used for ontology mediation which
supports semantic mapping definitions and the reconcilia-
tion engine.
Another important initiative for describing travel domain

knowledge is the XML Schema specifications defined by the
Open Travel Alliance (OTA) [18]. OTA includes majority
of the key players in the industry covering airlines, hotels,
car rental, rail, and tour companies and Global Distribution
Systems. It has produced XML schemas of the message
specifications to be exchanged between the trading part-
ners. These messages include availability checking, book-
ing, rental, reservation, reservation canceling and modify-
ing, query services for service details and quality, insurance
quote request for all of the hotel, airline, vehicle sectors as
well as the commission exchange services, and the statis-
tical information services. We believe that OTA specifica-
tions can prove very useful for defining travel Web service
ontologies. If such ontologies become available for the travel
domain, the interoperability of all sorts of Web services can
be better addressed at the semantic level through ontology
mapping.
In this paper, we describe how to deploy semantically en-

riched Web services for the travel industry and how to ex-
ploit service semantics for service interoperation and service
discovery.
Another issue addressed in this paper is the following: se-

mantics is also necessary for the discovery of Web service
registries. Today, the main mechanism for service discovery
is service registries. However Web service registries them-
selves are also in need of discovery. Providing a mechanism
to facilitate the automated discovery of Web service reg-
istries is also needed and we propose a peer-to-peer mecha-
nism for the discovery of Web service registries.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly sum-

marizes the OTA specifications which reveal considerable
domain expertise in the travel domain and hence can be
exploited for defining travel ontologies. Section 3 describes
the need for Web service functionality and message ontolo-
gies for describing the semantics of Web services and how
OTA can be taken advantage of for this purpose. Section 4
discusses how to relate service ontologies with Web services
registries. Semantic-based discovery of service registries in
peer-to-peer networks is given in Section 5. Finally, Section



6 concludes the paper.

2. OPEN TRAVEL ALLIANCE SPECIFICA-
TIONS

OTA [18] exposes considerable amount of domain knowl-
edge which can be used in describing the semantics of travel
Web services. In this section, we briefly describe the func-
tionality provided by OTA. In Section 3, we describe how
this knowledge can be exploited in defining Web service se-
mantics. It should be noted that our aim is not to develop
ontologies for the travel domain but to demonstrate that a
higher level interoperability can be achieved among existing
applications through ontology mapping.
OTA XML message schema specifications can be investi-

gated in the following groups:

• Generic messages: Although many messages are
specific to a particular travel subdomain such
as Air, some messages are generally applicable
and may be used more broadly. Such mes-
sages include cancel (OTA CancelRQ.xsd), and delete
(OTA DeleteRQ.xsd) messages.

• Air message specifications address the structure
and elements of requests and responses for air-
line flight related information and contain exten-
sive set of messages like air availability request
(OTA AirAvailRQ.xsd), air availability response,
(OTA AirAvailRS.xsd), and low airfare search request
(OTA AirLowFareSearchRQ.xsd).

• Car message specifications include all sorts of mes-
sages related with vehicles such as vehicle availability
request (OTA VehAvailRateRQ.xsd) and vehicle loca-
tion details (OTA VehLocDetailRQ.xsd).

• Hotel message specifications provide ability
to search and obtain all related information
about hotel products such as search for a hotel
(OTA HotelSearchRQ.xsd), and to get a list of rooms
(OTA HotelRoomListRQ.xsd).

• Golf Tee Times provides three separate re-
quest/response pairs of messages to request data
from another system to find a golf course, to inquire
availability and to book a tee time. For example, the
message schema “OTA GolfCourseAvailRQ.xsd” is
used for requesting golf course availability.

• Insurance message specifications con-
tain XML schemas for insurance related
messages such as insurance plan search
(OTA InsurancePlanSearchRQ.xsd), and insurance
quote request (OTA InsuranceQuoteRQ.xsd).

• Package Tours/Holiday Bookings: A package holiday
usually consists of a single “pre-defined” offering with
or without a choice of a number of bookings. A book-
ing can contain any number of itinerary elements, such
as transport, accommodation, car rental, extra prod-
ucts or services, special services, extras, etc. Some ex-
ample schemas from this group include package avail-
ability request (OTA PkgAvailRQ.xsd) and package
booking request (OTA PkgBookRQ.xsd).

• Travel Itinerary messages are widely used to inte-
grate, manage and service travel content and include
the industry segments “Air”, “Car”, “Hotels”, “Rail”
and “Tour&Cruise”. Travel itinerary read request
(OTA TravelItineraryReadRQ.xsd) and response are
used to get this information.

• Rail information messages contain three re-
quest/response pairs to check rail availabil-
ity (OTA RailAvailRQ.xsd), rail booking
(OTA RailBookRQ.xsd) and (OTA RailRetrieve-
RQ.xsd) to retrieve a previously booked itinerary.

• Loyalty message specifications: Many companies in
the travel industry offer loyalty programs. In the
past, companies managed their own loyalty programs
but now there are specialized companies to man-
age them. This standard message set allows the
travel industry to communicate with loyalty industry.
Some example messages include creating loyalty ac-
count (OTA LoyaltyAccountCreateRQ.xsd), and cre-
ating loyalty certificates (OTA Loyalty CertificateCre-
ateNotifRQ.xsd).

• Profile: The Profile messages define the detailed busi-
ness content of a customer profile from a travel in-
dustry perspective. This specification provides a set
of common messages for transmitting customer profile
data that customers provide to travel services, and for
the exchange of profile information between travel ser-
vices within the industry. An example message schema
is “OTA ProfileCreateRQ.xsd”

These message schemas use several common types defined
by OTA. Certain common types contain more basic com-
mon types. For example “OTA HotelCommonTypes.xsd”
contain “OTA CommonPrefs.xsd”, “OTA CommonTypes.-
xsd”, and “OTA VehicleCommonTypes.xsd”.

3. SEMANTICS OF WEB SERVICES
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) specifies only

the technical interface of the Web services. Web services,
like their real life counterparts, may have many properties.
Some of these properties such as the methods of charging
and payment, the channels by which the service is requested
and provided, constraints on temporal and spatial availabil-
ity, service quality, security, trust and rights attached to
a service can be generic. And such generic service seman-
tics can be defined through DAML-S [3] (later OWL-S) up-
per ontology. Service discovery and composition through
DAML-S have been addressed in the literature [15, 13].
However some other properties of the services depend on
the application domain. For example, in the travel domain
the properties of an “air reservation service” include the ori-
gin and destination cities. The domain specific semantics is
necessary for the Web services in the following respects:

• First, in order to facilitate the discovery of the Web
services, there is a need for an ontology to describe
what the service does; that is, service functionality
semantics in the domain. For example, in the travel
domain, when a user is looking for a service to reserve
a flight, he should be able to locate such a service
through its meaning, independent of what the service
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Figure 1: An OTA Compliant Service Functionality Ontology
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Figure 2: An Example OTA Compliant Service Mes-
sage Ontology for Air Availability Request

is called and in which language, and who the business
provider is. As previously noted, WSDL does not pro-
vide this semantic information.

• Service functionality semantics may suffice only when
all the Web services use the same message standard
like OTA in the travel domain. It is not realistic to
assume all the travel Web services to be OTA compli-
ant. Then, there is a need to transform one message
format into another. Although using XML transform-
ers like XSLT [24] may be an option for transforming
one XML message into another, this approach has the
following weaknesses when compared to ontology map-
ping: With the XSLT approach, there is a need for a
hard coded mapping between two XML schemas. On-
tology mapping, on the other hand, can be performed
in a more generic way since it is aided by the meaning
associated with the ontology languages. More specifi-
cally, ontology languages like RDFS [16], or OWL [19]
express many of the important semantic information
through universally accepted constructs: For example,
the “subClassOf” relationship has a well defined mean-
ing being a natural part of an ontology language. So
as the “property” definition. Such definitions capture
the semantic information in an application domain and
prove to be useful in mapping different schemas. Al-

though these constructs are expressed through XML
eventually; in XML, they do not have this well-defined
meaning.

Hence we conclude that it is also necessary to define
the semantics of messages through ontologies.

3.1 Web Service Functionality and Message
Ontologies

We note that OTA specifications also reveal considerable
domain knowledge and offer significant value in developing
service functionality and service message ontologies. The
OTA request/response pairs can be arranged into a class
hierarchy, as shown in Figure 1 to define operation semantics
of travel Web services. The advantage of having such a
functionality ontology is twofold:

• All sorts of Web services can be classified by us-
ing the nodes of such an ontology to make their
meaning clear. For example, a Web service instance
“THY Ucak Rezervasyonu” can be classified with the
“AirBookingService” node of the ontology to imply
that it is an air reservation service.

• Web service instance discovery is facilitated. All the
services classified through a node in the ontology can
be retrieved from service registries as explained in Sec-
tion 4.

It is also necessary to define the semantics of the messages
exchanged so that the party receiving the message can inter-
pret it. When ontologies are used to describe the messages,
since the messages can refer to ontology concepts, it becomes
possible to map one message instance into another through
ontology mapping although they may be defined through
different ontologies.
An example input message ontology for the “AirAvailabil-

ity” generic Web service is shown in Figure 2. This message
ontology is based on OTA. It should be noted that our aim is
not to propose ontologies but to show how such ontologies,
once developed, can be used for semantic mapping.
Figure 3 demonstrates a part of the ontology mapping

which is later used to translate the instance given in Figure
4 to the instance given in Figure 5 through the MAFRA tool.
MAFRA [12] uses a meta-ontology called Semantic Bridge
Ontology (SBO) that defines the relations and transforma-
tions between ontologies. Semantic Bridges in SBO encapsu-
late the required information to translate one source entity
(concept, relation, property) to a target entity. MAFRA has



two primitive semantic bridges: Concept Bridge, and Prop-
erty Bridge. A Concept Bridge defines the semantic equiv-
alence between two ontology classes. At execution step, an
instance concept of the target ontology is created for each
source concept when the two concepts are related via a con-
cept bridge. In the same way a Property Bridge defines the
equivalence between source and target properties.

Concept Bridge

Concept Bridge

Property Bridge

Concatenate
Service

...
AirTraveller

...
Passenger

...PhoneNumber

Address

Contact

BldgRoom

Country

CityName

StreetNmbr

AddressType

uses

hasBridge

address hasContact

Figure 3: An Example Ontology Mapping through
MAFRA

To clarify the issues involved, we provide an example: In
Figure 3, a mapping fragment which constructs the “Ad-
dress” attribute of the “Contact” concept using the “Bld-
gRoom”, “CityName”, “Country” and “StreetNmbr” at-
tributes of the “AddressType” concept is given. The “Ad-
dressType” and the “Contact” concepts are bound via a
concept bridge which represents a semantic relation between
them. The aim of the design is to concatenate the four at-
tributes of “AddressType” into a single string and make this
string the value of the “Address” attribute of “Contact”.
This is accomplished by defining a property bridge that uses
“Concatenate Service”. “Concatenate Service” takes the
four attributes as input, and sets the “Address” attribute
with the desired single string output.

<rdf:RDF xml:base="file:/C:/codes/mix/mapping/rdf/otasimple/ota1.rdf"
xmlns:kaon="&kaon;"
xmlns:rdf="&rdf;"
xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;"
xmlns:a="&a;">

<a:AdressType rdf:ID="i-1072865188911-2105573014"
a:BldgRoom="14/4"
a:CityName="Ankara"
a:County="Turkey"
a:StreetNmbr="352"/>

<a:TelephoneType rdf:ID="i-1072865204895-1238306851"
a:AreaCityCode="312"
a:CountryAccessCode="90"
a:PhoneNumber="2124029"/>

<a:PersonNameType rdf:ID="i-1072865222739-1263964887"
a:GivenName="Mustafa"
a:NamePrefix="Dr."
a:Surname="Parlar"/>

<a:AirTravelerType rdf:ID="i-1072865240661-1116461751">
<a:adress rdf:resource="#i-1072865188911-2105573014"/>
<a:personName rdf:resource="#i-1072865222739-1263964887"/>
<a:phone rdf:resource="#i-1072865204895-1238306851"/>

</a:AirTravelerType>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 4: An example message ontology (source)

<rdf:RDF xml:base="file:/C:/codes/mix/mapping/rdf/otasimple/ota2.rdf"
xmlns:rdf="&rdf;"
xmlns:a="&a;">

<a:Country rdf:ID="i-1072869321442-1144005597"
a:Name="Turkey"
a:PhoneAccessCode="90"/>

<a:Contact rdf:ID="i-1072869321442-1759642294"
a:Address="352 Street 14/4 Ankara / Turkey">
<a:hasCountry rdf:resource="#i-1072869321442-1144005597"/>

</a:Contact>
<a:Passenger rdf:ID="i-1072869321442-2072327560"

a:PassengerName="Dr. Mustafa Parlar">
<a:hasContact rdf:resource="#i-1072869321442-1759642294"/>

</a:Passenger>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 5: An example message ontology (target)

4. RELATING ONTOLOGIES WITH WEB
SERVICE REGISTRIES

In relating the semantics with the services advertised in
service registries, there are two key issues: the first one is
where to store the ontologies. UDDI [17] does not provide
a mechanism to store an ontology internal to the registry.
ebXML [7], on the other hand, through its classification hi-
erarchy mechanism allows domain specific ontologies to be
stored in the registries. Note that for UDDI registries, do-
main specific ontologies can be stored by the standard bodies
who define them and the server, where the service is defined,
can host the semantic description of the service instance.
The second key issue is how to relate the services adver-

tised in the registry with the semantics described through
an ontology. The mechanism to relate semantics with ser-
vices advertised in the UDDI registries are the tModel keys
and the category bags of registry entries. tModels provide
the ability to describe compliance with taxonomies, ontolo-
gies or controlled vocabularies. Therefore if tModel keys are
assigned to the nodes of the ontologies and if the services
put the corresponding tModel keys in their category bags,
it is possible to locate services conforming to the semantic
given in a particular node of this ontology. This issue is
elaborated in [4].
An ebXML registry [7], on the other hand, allows to de-

fine semantics basically through two mechanisms: first, it
allows properties of registry objects to be defined through
“slots” and, secondly, metadata can be stored in the registry
through a “ClassificationScheme”. Furthermore, “Classifi-
cation” objects explicitly link the services advertised with
the nodes of a “ClassificationScheme”. This information
can then be used to discover the services by exploiting the
ebXML query mechanisms which is detailed in [5]. How to
store ontologies in ebXML registries is described in [6].

5. SEMANTIC-BASED DISCOVERY OF
SERVICE REGISTRIES IN P2P NET-
WORKS

Currently, the main mechanism to discover the Web ser-
vices is searching the service registries. Therefore the con-
sumer should first know where the related service registries
are located.
We believe that the automation of the service discovery

should be extended to include the discovery of service reg-
istries themselves automatically. For this purpose, we pro-
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Figure 6: Exporting Web service Registry Semantics
as Super Peer Indexes

pose to expose the semantic of Web service registries and
connect the service registries through a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network. With the semantics of service registries, we mean
the semantics of Web services stored in these registries. The
means to obtain this semantic information from UDDI and
ebXML registries are as follows:

• As previously mentioned, in UDDI registries, the
tModel keys are used to associate semantic with Web
services.

To be able to associate the semantics of the proposed
travel ontologies to Web service instances, we first ob-
tain a tModel key for each node of an ontology from a
UDDI registry. Then, Web service instances are adver-
tised by putting the tModel keys of related ontology
nodes in their category bags.

To discover the semantics associated with a service
registry, that is, to obtain all the tModel keys used
in a UDDI registry, the following command is used:

uddiProxy.find_tModel("%",null,null,null,0);

• In ebXML registries, the semantic is associated with
Web services through the “ClassificationSchemes”. In
other words, by relating a Web service with a node in
the classification hierarchy, we make the service an ex-
plicit member of this node and the service inherits the
well-defined meaning associated with this node as well
as the generic properties defined for this node. These
class hierarchies are then exposed as the semantic in-
formation of Web service registries.

In ebXML, the following query returns all the Classi-
ficationSchemes in the registry:

<AdhocQueryRequest>
<ResponseOption returnType = "LeafClass"/>
<FilterQuery>

<ClassificationSchemeQuery/>
</FilterQuery>

</AdhocQueryRequest>

And the following query returns all the Classifica-
tionNodes in a given ClassificationScheme:

SP3

SP1 SP4SP2

P1 P2

P3

P4

P5 P6

P7

Find me the cheapest
Hotel in Istanbul

Q1

Services

Services

− Hotel Search
Services

− Hotel Search
Services

− GolfServices

− AirAvailability

− InsurancePlan
Services

− AirAvailability

Q2

Q2

Q2

Q2Q2

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q1Q1

Find me the cheapest
flight ticket from
New York to Istanbul

Q2

Figure 7: An Example Query Routing Based on Se-
mantics

<AdhocQueryRequest>
<ResponseOption returnType = "LeafClass"/>
<FilterQuery>
<ClassificationNodeQuery>
<ClassificationSchemeQuery>
<NameBranch>
<LocalizedStringFilter>
<Clause>
<SimpleClause leftArgument = "value">
<StringClause stringPredicate = "Equal">

urn:ebxml:cs:myscheme
</StringClause>

</SimpleClause>
</Clause>

</LocalizedStringFilter>
</NameBranch>

</ClassificationSchemeQuery>
</ClassificationNodeQuery>

</FilterQuery>
</AdhocQueryRequest>

The next step is to use this semantic information for
discovering the service registries through peer-to-peer net-
works. Discovering peers based on the semantic information
has already been addressed in the literature, mainly within
the scope of the Edutella project [14]. In Edutella, each peer
registers the metadata of the resources it stores, i.e. the
schema and attributes that are used to describe the stored
content, to its super-peer [2]. These constitute the super-
peer/peer (SP/P) indices. Edutella also introduces super-
peer/super-peer routing indices (SP/SP) to forward queries
among the super-peers. These SP/SP indices are essentially
extracts and summaries from all super-peer local SP/P in-
dices. Based on these indices, queries are first routed in the
super-peer backbone, and then super-peers distribute them
to the peers connected to them.
We use the same approach to facilitate the semantic dis-

covery of service registries. That is, each peer registers the
semantic information obtained from the service registries it
owns as to its super peers as shown in Figure 6. The queries
previously mentioned are used in extracting the semantic
information from the registry. Besides service registries, in-



dividual peers can also advertise the semantics of the Web
services they are hosting to their super peers. This facilitates
P2P discovery of the web services that are not registered to
any service registry. Once the semantics of the Web services
both in service registries and individual peers are collected
in the routing indices, this information is then used for se-
mantic routing of the queries requesting a Web service given
its semantics as shown in Figure 7. In this figure, P1 and P2
correspond to the UDDI and ebXML registry peer examples
given in Figure 6. The figure shows the semantic category
of the services it is hosting in reference to the nodes of the
functionality ontology presented in Figure 1. Based on this
information, the first query is routed to P4 and P2 by the
super-peers, while the second query, which seeks flight avail-
ability information, is routed to P1 and P4.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The work described in this paper is being developed within

the scope of the EU funded Satine project (IST-2104) [23]
which is set up to develop and deploy semantically enriched
services in the travel domain.
Using Web service technology will bring many advantages

to the travel industry:

• The life of the existing software will be extended by
exposing previously proprietary functions as Web ser-
vices.

• Software development time will be reduced by wrap-
ping already existing applications as Web services.

• Web services will provide interoperability both with
internal and external applications.

We note that to exploit the Web services to their full
potential, it is essential to describe both the functionality
of a service and also the structure and semantics of the
messages it carries. We show how the domain knowledge
exposed by the Open Travel Alliance can be used to de-
fine Service Functionality and Service Message ontologies.
A Service Functionality ontology describes the operational
meaning of a Web service. A Service Message ontology is
used in specifying the semantics of Web service messages.
We then define the semantics of a service registry to be the

semantics of the Web services it contains. This semantics
can easily be obtained from the registries by querying them.
We show the queries obtaining the tModel keys in UDDI
registries and classification hierarchies in ebXML registries
describing the semantics of Web services. The semantics of
service registries, in return, is used for semantic routing in
peer-to-peer networks connecting the service registries.
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